
Poll: Nearly 80 Percent Say Women’s Sports Harmed by Allowing 

Transgender Competitors 

https://www.summit.org/about/press/poll-nearly-80-percent-say-womens-sports-harmed-by-

allowing-transgender-competitors/ 

(Manitou Springs, CO—March 6, 2023) Summit.org, in partnership with 

McLaughlin and Associates—one of America’s most respected polling survey 

firms—is releasing the results of a recent national survey. Results were from a 

survey of 1,000 likely general election voters nationwide and was conducted 

February 17th through February 22nd. 

“Corporate and government elites are trying to have it both ways. They say they 

support women, yet they refuse to say what a woman actually is and are pursuing 

policies that cause harm to women. In a very short period of time a coordinated 

effort between the transgender industry, which profits from exploiting children 

and teens, and its allies in government have created a catastrophe for America’s 

girls and women, and it is only going to get worse,” said Dr. Jeff Myers, President 

of Summit.org and co-author of the new eBook Exposing the Gender Lie: How to 

Protect Children and Teens from the Transgender Industry’s False Ideology. 

“Americans see this with absolute clarity and want it to stop. Our new book 

details how parents can get in front of the agenda that is behind the attack, 

protect their families with the truth, and debunk the lies perpetuated by the 

transgender industry.” 

All interviews were conducted online; survey invitations were distributed 

randomly within predetermined geographic units. These units were structured to 

correlate with actual voter turnout in the general election. This poll of 1,000 

general election voters has an accuracy of +/- 3.1% at a 95% confidence interval.   

The complete link to the data can be found here 

KEY INSIGHT: More Than 3/4 of American Voters With an Opinion on the Issue 

Say Allowing Males Who Identify as Female to Compete in Women’s Sports Has 

Been Harmful Overall:  

• 77 percent of voters with an opinion on the issue believe that the changes 

recently made to Title IX, allowing males who identify as females to 
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compete against biological women in college female sports, has been 

harmful to women’s sports and biological female athletes. 

• 23 percent of voters with an opinion on the issue believe that the changes 

recently made to Title IX, allowing males who identify as females to 

compete against biological women in college female sports, has been 

helpful to women’s sports and biological female athletes. 

### 

About Summit Ministries— Founded in 1962 Summit Ministries’ mission is to 

equip and support rising generations to embrace God’s truth and champion a 

biblical worldview. Summit’s iconic two-week conferences for young adults have 

trained tens of thousands of today’s business innovators, cultural influencers, 

government officials, and church leaders. Its books and training courses equip 

hundreds of thousands of people a year to be confident in biblical truth. 

About McLaughlin & Associates — McLaughlin & Associates is a full service, 

nationally recognized market research and strategic services firm that specializes 

in public opinion research, media planning and buying services, and strategic 

consulting services. McLaughlin has analyzed and interpreted thousands of public 

opinion and market research studies and used this information to create 

successful outcomes for clients. The principles of McLaughlin and Associates have 

40-years of successful political and corporate experience. John McLaughlin is the 

CEO/Partner and Jim McLaughlin is the COO/Partner. 

 


